
Friday Night Dinner 



Learning Intention 

•To develop our 
understanding of 

the audience 



Success Criteria 

You will know you have been successful 
when: 

•You understand how the cultural codes 
in Friday Night Dinner create audience 
appeal 



Starter Task 

•Write down 5 ways in 
which Monty the Penguin 
is designed to make John 

Lewis a profit 



Cultural/ Symbolic Codes 

•Symbolic codes are cultural symbols 
embedded in the mise-en-scène. All 
these elements are used to convey 

meaning to the audience.



Prior learning 



In the Dark Knight 



Friday Night Dinner 

•Comedy sitcom 
•Broadcast on channel 4 
•About a Jewish family who have Friday night 
dinner together each week
•Typical if slightly silly family 
•Generally some sort of mishap occurs 
•Odd neighbour Jim 



Characters 



Jackie Goodman  

•Mother 

•Gets annoyed at her 
sons 

•Represented as typical 
mumsy character 



Martin Goodman 

•Dad 

•Partially deaf 

•Winds up his wife 

•Loving, yet slightly 
odd father 



As we watch… 

Consider… 

•How does the show appeal to families? 

•How does the show appeal to teenagers/ twenty 
somethings 

•How does the show appeal to comedy fans? 



Families with adult children 

• The show follows a typical, if a little exaggerated Jewish family. 
They are engaging with the typical dynamics of children and 
their parents, who are now navigating life as adults. In the 
episode, we see pranks and childish behaviour and reminiscing 
of childhood memories which is to be expected as parents with 
adult children. The use of props supports this, ‘buggy’ the 
rabbit is the source of both the childhood memories and also a 
lot of the comedy of the show. Use of scripting sees father and 
mother refer to their children with still childish nicknames like 
‘bobble’ and ‘bambino’ which again, is something both parents 
and adult children might expect. 



Teenagers/ twenty somethings 

• Use of casting, Simon Bird. Bird, who plays Adam is a comedy actor 
who is famous for the hit show The Inbetweeners. It is likely that this 
caused audience appeal as teenagers/ twenty somethings will have 
watched The Inbetweeners and be familiar with his style of comedy 
and latterly want to watch FND. 

• On TV after the watershed (9pm) making us aware that it is aimed at 
an older audience due to the content. 

• Relatable content – arguments with siblings, unfortunate, awkward 
conversations with parents, parental pressure etc which is likely to 
appeal to the target audience 



Older adults 

• The show may appeal to parents of adult children, once 
again because it deals with relatable issues. Things like, 
despite having grown up sons, they are still behaving in 
an immature way or attempting to adapt the typical 
parent/ child dynamic in order to suit having adult 
children. 
• Tamsin Grieg is a well known comedy actress who starred 

in shows like the Green Wing and so this may appeal to 
older audiences who recognised her in this and therefore 
like her style of comedy. 



Comedy genre markers 

•Pranks  

•Name calling 

•Representation of Jim as socially awkward/ scared of 
his own dog 

•Martin as eccentric  

•Use of musical interlude between scenes which is 
jovial, upbeat, typical of the comedy genre 



The Boar Review 

• What makes this sibling rivalry so entertaining, however, is
the inventiveness with which they battle. Although the first
series mainly consisted of teasing names and tampering with
each other’s drinks, the feud escalates as the seasons
continue. Ruining one another’s relationships, setting traps
in their childhood rooms and using the garden hose for a
surprise attack inside the house all leave viewers wondering
how far these brothers will go to laugh at the other’s
expense.



Task 

•Read the article about 
the use of comedy in 
Friday Night Dinner 



Task 

• Create 4 mind maps in your jotter explaining how the show appeals to the 
following audiences 

1. Older adults 

2. Teenagers/ twenty somethings 

3. Families 

4. Comedy fans 

TRY TO PICK EXACT SCENES/ REFERENCES/ MEDIA LANGUAGE THAT APPEAL 
TO EACH AUDIENCE. 


